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BIDDEFORD HIGH SCHOOL.
Rank in Study and Deportment of

Mark Gould

EXPLANATION.--In the columns below, showing the character of the recitations and deportment, number
9 signifies excellent; 8, very good; 6, tolerable; and 4, poor. Whenever a number exceeds any one of
these, its excess is counted toward the next higher. P signifies a prize composition or declamation.
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PARENT'S OR GUARDIAN'S CERTIFICATE.
This is to certify that I have examined this Report, or a similar one, and the Remarks on the opposite page,
For the first Month
Chs F. Gould
PARENT'S
For the second "
C. F. Gould
NAME.
For the third "
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Description: Mark Gould’s report card from Biddeford High School
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REMARKS.
This Report will be sent monthly, and is, in all cases, to be signed by the Parent or Guardian, and returned to the Principal. It should be noticed,
I. If the bearer appears to have been absent more times than the Parent or
Guardian can recollect to have authorized by a WRITTEN excuse, which is always
required for any such delinquency,
II. If the rank in study or deportment is less than the highest rank in study
or deportment attained by any scholar in the school, and how it compares with it.
III. If the bearer professes to have little or nothing to do at home, as the recitations at school ordinarily require at least two hours each day of diligent study
out of school in order that any considerable progress may be made, or any respectable rank attained.
In case of any delinquency named above, the Parent or Guardian should
confer immediately with the Principal respecting the cause, and the means of preventing its recurrence.
Miss NANCY M. SHAW, Assistant.

HORACE PIPER, Principal.

